Trail Through Time
a geologic story book

Like chapters in a book, the rocks of Mount
Diablo tell a story of previous landscapes,
climates, and life forms as well as epic
journeys of tectonic plates. Trail Through
Time panels are placed along the trail to
help you read the geologic story written in
the rocks as you travel through 180 million
years of geologic time. Interspersed with
the geologic panels are panels on history,
geography, and ecology.
the journey begins

Your journey back in time begins near
the southern park boundary on Sycamore
Creek. As you walk north toward the
mountain, you will first journey over 12
million-year-old rocks formed in a shallow
sea. Look for shell fossils as you walk. At
Rock City, you will pass over 50 millionyear-old sandstone with unusual erosion
features, such as the Wind Caves and
Sentinel Rock. You will then cross a rock
bed exposing numerous marine snail
fossils.

walking over older rocks

As you walk among the varied and oldest
rocks of the mountain’s core, you will find
contorted red beds of chert made from
the skeletons of tiny marine animals,
followed closely by an exposure of
graywacke sandstone. A short distance
ahead is an outcrop of greenstone, an
altered submarine volcanic rock. The chert,
graywacke, and greenstone rocks have
undergone massive compressive forces.
the journey ends

At the end of the Trail Through Time is
an overlook to the north with a view over
displaced igneous rocks that were originally
formed as ocean crust at a distant spreading
center. The spectacular view from the
summit makes your climb all worthwhile.

The mission of the California Department of Parks
and Recreation is to provide for the health, inspiration and education of the people of California
by helping to preserve the state’s extraordinary
biological diversity, protecting its most valued
natural and cultural resources, and creating opportunities for high-quality outdoor recreation.
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when reptiles ruled

Continue your journey as you cross
over the boundary between the “Age of
Mammals” into the “Age of Reptiles.” In a
short distance you will cross a major fault
along which the core rocks of the mountain
have been pushed up and over younger
rocks. As you continue to climb toward the
summit, you pass the former site of a hotel
built in the late 1800’s.

Our Mission

mount diablo

The complete Trail is 6.25 miles in length
with a vertical elevation gain of 2,940 feet.
It can also be traversed in reverse down
the mountain walking over older to younger
rocks. Because the panels are independent
of each other, shorter segments of the Trail
can also provide an informative geologic
experience.

In recognition of the mountain’s importance to our
natural landscape, a state park was established in
1931. It was designated a National Natural Landmark by the National Park Service in 1982.
Cover photo: “Wind Caves” at Rock City
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